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Since 1750, Bouchard Ainé & Fils is devoted to the excellence and renown of the

region's noble grapes. The 18th-century Hôtel du Conseiller du Roy in Beaune houses

the cellars where is perpetuated, generation after generation, the tradition of quality,

elegance and prestige in selecting and making fine Burgundy wines.

Varietal

100% Chardonnay.

Tasting notes

Color: pale gold

Nose:  intense bouquet of mandarins and pineapple softly emphasized by notes of fresh

almonds

Mouth: fresh and generous, with just the right touch of minerality and a long-lasting and

saline finale.

Food and wine pairing

Ideal with white meat dishes, chicken in a cream sauce, shellfish and crayfish.

Serving suggestions

Serve ideally between 12° and 14°C / 54 - 57°F.

Ageing potential

2 to 5 years.

Origins

An appellation which takes its name from the village of Chablis and is grown in the

delimited areas of 17 villages. The appellation covers 2,675 hectares, making it the most

extensive "Village" appellation in Burgundy.

Chablis is located in the Yonne department between Paris and Dijon. This particular

location is part of Chablis uniqueness, from its famous terroir made of oysters fossils to

the harsh winegrowing conditions we experience in the region. Every vintage is a

challenge but every year the special characteristics of the wines shine bright.

Vinification and maturing

The grapes and must went through a long pneumatic pressing to get a qualitative juice

with no risk of oxydation. Then, it was left to settle in order to clean it up from the

roughest lees and ensure pure aromas. The alcoholic fermentation took place in stainless

steel tanks under controlled temperatures (18 to 20°C) to preserve a maximum of fruit

and freshness from the Chardonnay. Then, the wine was aged on its lees for 8 months

minimum, to develop some complexity while keeping all its freshness.
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Vintage : 2016

This is no understatement to say that the vintage 2016 in Chablis was born in a living

hell!

After a mild winter followed by a chilly and rainy spring, the first buds started to burst in

mid-April which was in the average trend of the 10 previous years. Unfortunately, about

20% of the vineyard was damaged after a frost incident in the end of April. From there

we knew that if the vines were to grow again, the new vegetation would not bear fruits.

From then, the growth slowed down because of a depressing weather and the vegetative

cycle started running late. A second frosting incident caused new damage in the

vineyard, leading to increased gaps from plots to plots. Then, in mid-May, a hail storm

hit strongly the north of Chablis followed by a second one in the south of Chablis as well

as a part of Auxerrois. A still rainy weather prevented the vines to grow as expected and

also generated mildew attacks. In spite of everything, the flowering occured in mid-June.

In August, the extremes reversed and hot temperatures settled allowing for a

decontamination of the vines. Unfortunately, it lasted a bit too much and created

sunburns on the grapes. Finally, the ripening was quick and harvesting began on

September, 26th. The yields are very low and also very variable because of all the

weather incident. Fortunately, the wines are already full of fruit, very pleasing and well

balanced.
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